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Summary
Background: Monitoring natural behavior and activity routines of hemiparetic rehabilitation patients across the day can provide valuable progress information for therapists and patients and contribute to an optimized rehabilitation process. In particular, continuous patient monitoring could add type, frequency and duration of daily life activity routines and hence complement standard clinical scores that are assessed for particular tasks only. Machine learning methods have been applied to infer activity routines from sensor data. However, supervised methods require activity annotations to build recognition models and thus require extensive patient supervision. Discovery methods, including topic models could provide patient routine information and deal with variability in activity and movement performance across patients. Topic models have been used to discover characteristic activity routine patterns of healthy individuals using activity primitives recognized from supervised sensor data. Yet, the applicability of topic models for hemiparetic rehabilitation patients and techniques to derive activity primitives without supervision needs to be addressed.

Objectives: We investigate, 1) whether a topic model-based activity routine discovery framework can infer activity routines of rehabilitation patients from wearable motion sensor data. 2) We compare the performance of our topic model-based activity routine discovery using rule-based and clustering-based activity vocabulary.

Methods: We analyze the activity routine discovery in a dataset recorded with 11 hemiparetic rehabilitation patients during up to ten full recording days per individual in an ambulatory daycare rehabilitation center using wearable motion sensors attached to both wrists and the non-affected thigh. We introduce and compare rule-based and clustering-based activity vocabulary to process statistical and frequency acceleration features to activity words. Activity words were used for activity routine pattern discovery using topic models based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Discovered activity routine patterns were then mapped to six categorized activity routines.

Results: Using the rule-based approach, activity routines could be discovered with an average accuracy of 76% across all patients. The rule-based approach outperformed clustering by 10% and showed less confusions for predicted activity routines.

Conclusion: Topic models are suitable to discover daily life activity routines in hemiparetic rehabilitation patients without trained classifiers and activity annotations. Activity routines show characteristic patterns regarding activity primitives including body and extremity postures and movement. A patient-independent rule set can be derived. Including expert knowledge supports successful activity routine discovery over completely data-driven clustering.

1. Introduction
2.1 Scientific Background

Wearable sensors and signal processing methods have been successfully applied in activity and movement analysis of rehabilitation patients including gait and fall risk detection [1, 2], tele-rehabilitation systems [3] and stroke patient monitoring [4 – 6]. For example, motor function scores of stroke patients can be derived from sensor measurements of predefined movement tasks [4, 7]. Moreover, wearable accelerometers were used to assess upper-limb activity levels of affected and non-affected extremities [5, 6, 8, 9] to automate classic clinical motor assessments [10 –12]. While functional assessments using wearable sensors can provide quantifications of movement and motor performance, they typically require supervised environments and lack information on the patient’s daily activity and lifestyle. Various supervised machine learning methods have been proposed to continuously recognize basic daily activity primitives in healthy individuals, including sleeping, walking, and many
Activity routines are often composed of activity primitives that have finer temporal granularity and are suitable for direct recognition from the sensor data. For example, Barger et al. used probabilistic mixture models to infer behavior patterns in daily life from sensors event clusters in a smart home [21]. Huynh et al. applied a probabilistic topic model to discover activity routines, such as lunch and office work from recognized activity primitives and clustered sensor data [18]. Topic models originated from text processing to reveal underlying themes across documents using the documents’ word statistics [22]. For activity discovery, themes correspond to activity routines and documents to sensor data slices, from which activity words, i.e. activity primitives are extracted. While discovery techniques aim at deriving activity routines without supervision, the activity primitives were often obtained using supervised recognition. Huynh at al. applied an activity classifier to obtain a defined set of activity primitives as word vocabulary for the topic modeling process, including walking freely and desk activities [18]. In patient monitoring, however, continuous, potentially patient-specific supervision, as required for activity classifiers is impractical. Yet, Huynh at al. reported that the activity word vocabulary obtained using basic data clustering yielded less accurate activity routine predictions compared to the vocabulary using an activity classifier [18]. Furthermore, activity discovery in hemiparetic stroke patients needs to deal with larger between-subject variability in activity execution than in healthy volunteers, as activities are performed according to individual capabilities. In a pre-study, we investigated activity routine discovery, using a topic model vocabulary based on predefined detection rules for postures and movements in three stroke patients [23]. In this work, we provide a comparison of topic model performance between clustering-based and rule-based vocabularies, as well as including additional hemiparetic patients and activity routines is of interest.

2.2 Study Objectives

We investigated whether topic models can be used in rehabilitation patient monitoring during regular, unscripted patient activities in a rehabilitation day-care center. Our objective was to analyze fully non-supervised routine discovery, hence compare activity word vocabularies that avoid legacy activity classification. We evaluated a rule-based activity vocabulary including body and extremity postures that may be characteristic for a patient’s activity routines, and thus could outperform the clustering-based vocabulary. Our rule-based vocabulary was defined prior to applying it with the patients’ sensor data, thus is patient-independent.

The objectives of this work are: 1) We introduce an activity routine discovery framework based on topic models to infer activity routines of rehabilitation patients using wearable movement sensor data. 2) We compare the performance of our topic model-based activity routine discovery using rule-based and clustering-based activity vocabulary. We evaluate our approach in a dataset recorded with 11 hemiparetic rehabilitation patients during their stay at a rehabilitation daycare center.

3. Methods

3.1 Study Participants

We implemented a study to investigate whether activity routines of rehabilitation patients with motor function impairment can be discovered from sensor data using topic models. Inclusion criteria were: hemiparetic rehabilitation patients after stroke or brain tumor extirpation with upper and/or lower extremity motor function impairment including wheelchair users. Participants visited the ambulatory rehabilitation daycare center of Reha Rheinfelden, Switzerland, were older than 18 years, and signed an informed consent form. Exclusion criteria were: further motor function impairment due to additional neurological diseases other than stroke and brain tumor. The Swiss cantonal Ethics committee Aargau approved the study. Eleven (six male, five female) hemiparetic patients between 34 and 75 years (56 ± 13), eight after stroke and three after brain tumor extirpation were included. Four patients were wheelchair users.

3.2 Study Design

Patients visited the ambulatory daycare center during 2–3 days per week and were monitored during their presence in the daycare center (up to eight hours/day) for up to ten full days in total, spread over 1–2 months. To obtain a daily activity reference log as basis for our methods’ performance analysis, we categorized patient activities during the day into six activity routines. Categories were established in agreement with therapists before starting the recording study from a preliminary observational analysis and the therapy schedule to reflect the patients’ daily life structure. The therapy schedule included cognitive training, medical fitness and motor training. We considered additional activity routines that occurred regularly during therapy breaks including rest, kitchen work and eating/leisure. Eating and leisure contained predominant periods of active interaction with other people and were thus combined to a single activity routine. For patient recordings, the daily activity reference log was extracted from the patient’s individual therapy schedule of the day. Activity routines during therapy breaks were manually added to the log by the study examiner, who followed the patient during the recording day. Activities that did not match a routine were assigned to the null class. The following activity routines were considered in this work:

• **Eating/leisure**: eating, active interaction with other persons, playing table games.
• **Cognitive training**: cognitive tasks using e.g. a computer, exercise sheets, puzzles.
• **Medical fitness**: intense physical exercises.
• **Kitchen work**: all kind of household and cooking activities.
• **Motor training**: all kind of motor function exercises.
• **Rest**: resting phases in e.g. bed, deck chair.

### 3.3 Data Acquisition and Measurements

Shimmer3 sensors [24] were used, providing three inertial sensor modalities. Sensor nodes were configured to log the 3-axis acceleration (range: ± 4 g) at a frequency of 50 Hz to the sensors’ internal SD card. In the morning of each recording day, after patients arrived to the daycare center, six Shimmer3 sensors (L × W × H = 51 mm × 34 mm × 14 mm) were attached to wrists, upper arms, and thighs using velcro straps as illustrated in Figure 1. Sensors were temporarily removed during water and massage therapies. Due to redundancy in the measured data, we only used acceleration signals of three sensors for our analysis: right and left wrist sensors (in Figure 1: S2, S5) and the non-affected thigh sensor (in Figure 1: S3 or S6, selected for each patient individually).

### 3.4 Activity Routine Discovery Framework

We deployed a topic model discovery framework to extract activity routine patterns of the patients from wearable sensor data as illustrated in Figure 1. Sensor data features are pre-processed into activity words and used as an activity vocabulary for the topic model algorithm. We considered two fully unsupervised approaches to derive an activity vocabulary: 1) Clustering, where activity words form groups (clusters) of similar feature space patterns obtained from sensor data. 2) Rules, where activity primitives aim to provide postures and body motion, including sit and affected arm motion, that are characteristic of the activity routines. The topic model is then applied to derive activity topics from the activity words. Subsequently, activity topics are mapped back to activity routines using a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifier for our performance analysis.

#### 3.4.1 Features

Different time-domain and frequency-domain features were extracted from the sensor data to describe motion and postures. Mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \) were derived from acceleration signals for 1 s windows for the non-affected thigh and both wrist sensors. Frequency features included power in the low (LF: 0.2–2.5 Hz) and high frequency band (HF: > 2.5 Hz) of the 3-axis acceleration signals (x, y, z) computed for 5 s windows. In total, \( P = 24 \) features were used.

#### 3.4.2 Clustering-based Activity Vocabulary

We used K-means clustering to partition \( n \) data points represented by their feature vectors \( x_j \) in \( K = N_c \) clusters [25]. Clusters were formed by minimizing the Euclidean distance of \( N_c \) each data feature vector \( x_j \) and the cluster centroid \( \mu_i \) for all clusters

\[
S_1 \ldots N_c : \min \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \sum_{j \in S_i} \| x_j - \mu_i \|
\]

We analyzed hard and soft clustering. For hard clustering, each data point was assigned to the closest cluster, resulting in a sequential activity word stream. For soft clusters, instead of assigning data feature vectors to a single cluster, cluster weights were calculated for each cluster according to the distance of the data point and each cluster centroid as suggested in [18]. We varied the number of clusters \( N_c \) within the interval [5, 40], thus providing activity word vocabularies of varying size.

#### 3.4.3 Rule-based Activity Vocabulary

Activity primitives were calculated from sensor data features by applying a rule set as detailed in Table 1. For each sensor

---

**Figure 1** Sensor setup and activity routine discovery framework considered for unsupervised patient routine discovery and to assess different activity vocabulary derivation methods. Sensor data is processed into \( P \) data features. Data features are processed to obtain an activity word vocabulary of size \( N \) using clustering-based or rule-based approaches. The topic model discovers \( L \) activity topics. For analysis and quantification, the activity topics are mapped to \( M \) activity routines using a kNN classifier. Due to redundancy in the measured data, we used acceleration signals of three sensors in our analysis: Sensors S2, S5, and S3 or S6, selected for each patient individually.
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Table 1: Rule-based activity vocabulary with $N_{t} = 26$ activity primitives. Feature thresholds to obtain binary features $F_{s,2,1,4}$ and logic equations for each activity primitive are shown. Statistical time-domain ($\mu$, $\sigma^2$) and frequency-domain features (LF, HF bands) of the 3-axis acceleration signals $acc_{xyz}$ of both wrists and non-affected thigh were used. The table lists features for a left-side hemiparetic patient with sensor positions S2, S5, and S3 (Figure 1).
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3.4.4 Activity Routine Pattern Discovery

We used a probabilistic topic model based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22] that retrieves recurring activity routine patterns from $N$ activity words for each time segment $s$ of a day (e.g. 20 min). In this work, activity words are either clusters of the clustering-based vocabulary ($N = N_{cl}$) or activity primitives of the rule-based vocabulary ($N = N_{p}$).

Topic models operate based on a number of probabilistic assumptions. Each activity topic $z$ has a fixed probability density function (PDF) (multinomial $Mult(\beta)$), defined as the distribution over activity words $w_{1:N}$. The probability of an activity word $w$ depends on $p(w|z, \beta)$. For each time segment $s$, there is a PDF $\theta_{s}$ over activity topics defined, denoting the probability $p(z|\theta_{s})$ of each activity topic $z$ in time segment $s$. The activity topic distribution $\theta_{s}$ of each segment $s$ is derived from a Dirichlet density distribution $Dir(a)$ with $p(\theta_{s}|a)$. Thus, the probability of word $w$ in segment $s$ is given by $p(w|s) = p(w|z, \beta) \cdot p(z|\theta_{s})$. We adapted a kNN classifier [26]. The kNN uses $y_{s}$ as feature vector. Based on the minimal Euclidean distance in the feature space for each testing sample the activity routine of the closest training sample is assigned. We selected $L = 2M$ topics and a topic model segment size of $DS = 20$ min with 90% overlap for our analysis following parameter selection guidelines in [27]. For overlapping segments due to sliding windows, we applied the Borda Count ranking method [28]. Details on topic model based activity routine discovery from activity words are available in [27].

3.5 Evaluation Methodology

We evaluated the activity routine discovery procedure in a per-patient leave-one-day-out cross-validation. Activity words (clus-
ters or activity primitives) and activity routine topics were estimated without using supervised information. Activity words were not intended to be evaluated directly as no groundtruth labels were available. Instead, we evaluated activity words by assessing the activity routine discovery performance of the corresponding clustering-based and rule-based approaches. To ensure sufficient data amounts, we considered activity routines that occurred more than three times for a patient. Thus, the number of relevant activity routines $M$ was specific for each patient. Invalid activity routines were assigned to the null class. The kNN classifier was trained using training data with relevant activity routines, testing was done on the full dataset (relevant activity routines and null class) for the left-out day. As evaluation measure, we used the averaged class-specific accuracy across all relevant activity routines. Due to random initialization of K-means clustering and LDA topic model, we derived mean accuracies across five repeated clustering and five repeated topic model runs.

4. Results

4.1 Patient Activity Routine Dataset

In total, we collected $621 \text{ h}$ of data during 99 recording days. Figure 2 lists recording times, activity routine repetitions and duration according to the obtained reference log. Recording times varied due to the patients’ individual therapy schedules and duration of outpatient rehabilitation treatment. E.g., ID4 visited the daycare center during four weeks whereas ID1 for 2.5 months. For all patients 376 h of relevant activity routine reference logs were collected. The type and number of relevant activity routines varied across patients, e.g. ID2 counted four different activity routine types while ID9 counted six. Data amount varied for different activity routines. Eating/leisure was the most frequent routine and counted up to 60 repetitions, while, e.g., medical fitness occurred up to 15 times and was considered as relevant routine for eight patients only.

4.2 Activity Routine Discovery

Our rule-based approach yielded accuracies between 67% and 86% for up to six relevant activity routines. Figure 3 illustrates the per-patient routine discovery performance. The clustering-based approach showed less accurate results and larger accuracy variance across patients with 56% – 83%. Averaged across all patients, the rule-based approach outperformed the clustering-based approach by 10% (76% versus 66%). The rule-based activity vocabulary covered $N_f = 26$ activity words (activity primitives). For the clustering-based vocabulary we used $N_i = 10$ activity words (clusters), which provided the best routine discovery performance in the range between $[5, 40]$ clusters, as depicted in Figure 4a). Contrary to activity primitives, clusters do not represent a particular movement or posture but are groups of data with similar features. While the per-patient evaluation varied highly for different cluster counts, no substantial influence on mean accuracy was found for larger cluster counts above the minimum number of sufficient clusters ($N_{cl} > 5$). On average, soft-clustering did not improve accuracies yet the standard deviation across repeated clustering runs was lower compared to the hard clustering approach (Figure 4b). Figure 5b shows confusion matrices, indicating that the relevant activity routines were separable using the rule-based approach. For the clustering-based approach, the matrices show more confusions, e.g., for ID1 and ID11 cognitive training was mismatched with eating/leisure and for ID6 and ID9 kitchen work with motor training. We observed, that activity routines with high repetition count and long durations, e.g. eating/leisure (Figure 5b), tended to show higher accuracies compared to short routines with few repetition count (e.g. kitchen work, cognitive training). Further, the activity routine cognitive training (e.g. ID9) showed decreased performance compared to kitchen work despite similar amount of data. The reasons might...
be high variability in the routine cognitive training, i.e. once tasks were done at a computer, the next time on paper.

5. Discussion

Our activity discovery approach aimed to provide an activity routine logbook for rehabilitation patients in their daily life. Our approach did not focus on recognizing particular exercises nor inferring functional scores. Instead, we consider activity routine discovery in stroke patients essential to obtain objective statistics regarding type, frequency, and duration of natural and recurring activity routines that a patient performs according to individual habits. Activity routine discovery could provide complementary information to clinical scores, which are assessed on predefined tasks and in a clinical environment only.

Generating activity words from the clustering-based and rule-based vocabularies and discovering activity routines were done without supervision, hence without trained classifiers and activity annotations. In our analysis, the rule-based approach outperformed data-driven clustering by 10%. We interpret this improved performance as an advantage of a rule set to capture characteristic activity patterns, including particular postures and movements, to describe activity routines. Rule sets can be designed without detailed information of the dataset, hence conform to an unsupervised discovery approach, rather than the classification techniques used in previous works.

Activity routines and execution varied from day to day and between patients, according to the patients' individual possibilities and habits. For example motor training covered all kind of motor exercises from distinct periodic arm rotations to playing tennis; similarly, wheelchair users occasionally left the wheelchair during motor training. Even though these variations existed in our study data, we found that the patient-independent rule-based activity vocabulary was characteristic for activity routines of all patients. Our routine discovery approach using topic models was applied patient-specific. Given that our routine discovery is an unsupervised method, a patient-specific analysis does not have disadvantages for practical application. Varying accuracies between patients (67%−87%) suggest that our rule-based vocabulary was descriptive for, e.g., ID02 (accuracy: 87%) and less useful for ID11 (accuracy: 67%). The clustering-
crucial to select activity words that are discriminative for activity routines. While the rule-based activity vocabulary as a whole turned out to be characteristic for activity routines we did not analyze the characteristic value of single activity primitives per activity routine. The specificity of single activity primitives depends on the dataset [27] and could be investigated in future work using several rehabilitation datasets.

Selecting an optimal vocabulary size a priori is challenging. Yet, not the vocabulary size but rather the specificity of activity words for a particular activity routine influences topic model performance. In our investigation, the clustering-based vocabulary and the rule-based vocabulary showed different specificity. Thus, the optimal vocabulary size regarding discovery performance differed between the clustering-based ($N_c = 10$) and rule-based ($N_r = 26$) vocabularies. In general, topic models might be based vocabulary showed to be less characteristic and discriminative compared to rule-based activity primitives for particular activity routines. While soft-clustering is less sensitive to cluster boundaries due to soft cluster assignments, it could not outperform hard clustering in our evaluation. However, soft-clustering turned out to be more robust across repeated clustering runs. Furthermore, we showed that a setup with three sensors attached to wrists and non-affected thigh is less obtrusive for patients and reduced accuracy by only 2% compared to the configuration with six sensors.

The rehabilitation progress of patients could affect the distributions over the activity vocabulary of activity routines. We monitored patients during 1–2 months and did not observe gradual movement changes that affected the topic model discovery. Considerable movement changes, e.g. a wheelchair user becoming wheelchair independent might indeed modify word distributions for particular routines, e.g. kitchen work. Distribution changes could be addressed by reestimating activity word distributions using the topic model. In future work, the robustness of the topic model for rehabilitation applications should be evaluated in a longitudinal study beyond two months. Moreover, nonparametric topic models [29] that estimate the number of topics automatically from data could be investigated to deal with activity word distribution changes and newly arising activity routines due to rehabilitation progress.

Our analysis showed that discovery performance tended to increase with increasing number of activity routine repetitions and routine duration. However, at the same time less characteristic activity word compositions for an activity routine may result in more discovery errors. Thus, in practice the definition of an activity vocabulary is crucial to select activity words that are discriminative for activity routines. While the rule-based activity vocabulary as a whole turned out to be characteristic for activity routines we did not analyze the characteristic value of single activity primitives per activity routine. The specificity of single activity primitives depends on the dataset [27] and could be investigated in future work using several rehabilitation datasets. Selecting an optimal vocabulary size a priori is challenging. Yet, not the vocabulary size but rather the specificity of activity words for a particular activity routine influences topic model performance. In our investigation, the clustering-based vocabulary and the rule-based vocabulary showed different specificity. Thus, the optimal vocabulary size regarding discovery performance differed between the clustering-based ($N_c = 10$) and rule-based ($N_r = 26$) vocabularies. In general, topic models might be
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**Figure 5** Confusion matrices showing actual (in rows) and topic model predicted (in columns) activity routines. a) Hard clustering-based activity vocabulary. b) Rule-based activity vocabulary. Hatched routines did not reach the occurrence count to become relevant for the particular patient. The rule-based approach showed consistent and better performance across all activity routines compared to the clustering-based approach.
sensitive to overfitting when using a high number of topics $M$. Selecting the number of topics $M$ close to $L$ activity routines helps preventing overfitting. We used $M = 2L$ topics as suggested in [27].

Topic models were shown to outperform basic clustering of sensor data for activity routine discovery [27]. The rule-based approach in our present work inferred 76% accurate activity routine predictions for 61% of the recorded data. 39% of the recorded data was assigned to the null class, hence no performance could be measured. The null class contained short interruptions between activity routines and activities that occurred sparsely (e.g. transitions between therapies, garden work) that could not be assigned to any activity routine. Thus, individual, sparse and short routines were not considered since statistics of these routines could not be derived. Nevertheless, our rule-based approach predicted activity routines with most similar body postures and movements. To robustly infer routines, topic model-based discovery requires that sufficient activity routine repetitions and routine duration (in our analysis more than three repetitions) are available. To monitor physical training and recovery progress, we expect that a patient’s regular behavior and lifestyle is primarily relevant, exactly here are topic models particularly useful.

In this study, we monitored eleven ambulatory rehabilitation patients in a daycare center, where patients followed an individual therapy schedule combined with time spent on their own during therapy breaks or scheduled self-determined activity. The daycare scenario provided us with access to a comprehensive activity routine reference, necessary to evaluate and compare discovery performance. We acknowledge that habits and activity routines in the daycare center may differ from typical activity routines at home. However, we expect that the rule-based vocabulary is transferable to routines in the home environment. In the future, rule sets could be adjusted to fit particular patient groups or routine analysis needs, prior to any data recordings. Our results indicate that activity routine discovery using topic models and the rule-set activity vocabulary could be adapted for a home monitoring situation in the future.

6. Conclusion
We analyzed whether a set of six daily activity routines of hemiparetic rehabilitation patients can be discovered from wearable sensors using topic models. Our results indicate that topic models are suitable for patient monitoring as activity routine patterns were successfully discovered from sensor data without the need of trained classifiers and supervised pattern models. Our rule-based approach to derive an activity word vocabulary outperformed a clustering-based baseline by 10% and yielded 76% accuracy on average across patients. We concluded that activity routines show characteristic patterns that can be captured in activity primitives, including body and extremity postures and movement. A generic, patient-independent detection rule set was adequate for successful activity routine discovery.
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